
Dustin Chelen (CANDIDATE FOR COUNCIL) 
 
 
1. Why are you running for office and what do you hope to accomplish? 

 
I’m running for Port Moody City Council because our city is at an important juncture, and I think 
I can listen to our residents to help our community grow without losing what makes us special. 
I’m a lawyer and have served on our city’s Economic Development and Tourism Committees 
since 2019. I consider myself a progressive realist – I’m committed to doing the detailed work 
and relationship building in order to help our city be more inclusive, sustainable and happy. 
 
If elected I will work to address our traffic and parking problems, ensure that we care for our 
parks for generations to come, and that we grow in smart ways that addresses our housing 
affordability crisis while benefitting the whole community. My complete platform is available at 
http://www.votedustin.ca 
 

 
2. Do you consider yourself a good choice for voters concerned about environmental issues?  If so, 

can you briefly describe why? 
 
Yes, I do. As a young person, I know that climate change is an existential threat that has been 
left to my generation to deal with. Port Moody is special because of its close relationship with 
nature, and I want to keep it that way. If elected I will advocate for more funding to protect and 
maintain our local parks. I’m also very passionate about adding funds to our climate change 
fiscal reserve via a policy on developer contributions so that our city is prepared for a real 
climate emergency. I don’t drive a car because I am concerned about adding to my carbon 
footprint and so I’m passionate about building walkable communities near rapid transit. I also 
want to encourage the addition of more infrastructure to support electric vehicles. 

 
3. What do you see as our City’s greatest environmental challenges and what actions would you 

propose to address them? 
 
First, climate change is having impacts on our ecosystems, businesses and people. We need to 
prepare now for more extreme effects and do what we can to mitigate our environmental 
footprint. As we address our affordability crisis, it’s important that we build homes on 
underused lands near SkyTrains, not cut down forests. Finally, I’m concerned about 
recommissioning the Burrard Thermal oil plants for hydrogen power production – while 
“greener”, this decision will still incentivize the extraction and use of fossil fuels.  
 

 
4. What is your assessment of our City’s environmental plan? 

 
I’m proud of Port Moody’s record on the environment. I think our renewed sustainability report 
card for new projects in our city helps keep an eye on activities that could negatively affect our 
environment. Our recent ban on single use plastics helps keep petroleum products out of our 

http://www.votedustin.ca/


landfills. I think, though, that we ought to do more to prepare financially for the costs of climate 
change. 

 
5. How will you ensure that there is an environmental 'voice at the table’ with respect to decisions 

around development, urban forest management, and canopy coverage? 
 
I’m so grateful for the relationship that I have with Dr. Amy Lubik, a staunch advocate for the 
environment. My trust in her, environmental experts, and growing connections with groups like 
Force of Nature and hopefully Burke Mountain Naturalists will help me bring environmental 
perspectives to the table. 
 
I recognize I have lots to learn and I am always open to learning more. Please always free to get 
in touch with me at dustin@votedustin.ca.  

 
6. Tree losses occur regularly in the following situations: 
• single family homes being redeveloped 
• increasing density in existing neighbourhoods 
• new development in existing forested areas 
How would you approach the challenges these activities present? 
 

I’m passionate about not cutting down forests when we already have unused and underused 
lands near SkyTrain stations. These present opportunities to plant trees and rehabilitate former 
industrial lands that paved over our forests. I’m especially concerned about the destruction of 
old growth and historic mother trees that play an essential role in sustaining our ecosystems 
and connecting us to the past. 

 
 
7. Do you support the IPCC recommendations to decrease carbon emissions by 45% from 2010 

levels by 2030, and reach net zero by 2050? 
 
Yes, and I think we have an incredible amount of work to do as a planet, country and province 
in order to get there. I will do my best to do my part as a city councillor to help, but we need 
more action by higher levels of government so that the responsibility isn’t 100% on citizens to 
reduce emissions that are largely produced by industry.  

 
8. How will you protect our City’s streams? 

 
I will not support development in ways that interfere with existing streams, and I’m excited by 
the opportunity to rehabilitate Dallas/Slaughterhouse Creek.  

 
 
 
 
  

mailto:dustin@votedustin.ca


Kyla Knowles (CANDIDATE FOR COUNCIL) 
 
 

1. Why are you running for office and what do you hope to accomplish? 
 
I absolutely love Port Moody and want it to succeed. Raising my two young girls here, I 
want them and others to be able to live here affordably if they so choose.  
 
I would like to refocus Port Moody on what matters: good governance, financial 
responsibility, basic city services, affordability, climate change and neighbourhood park 
initiatives. I would like to see a Council of open-minded individuals, all willing to listen to 
what the community and science and data is telling them. I think our time and resources 
are best spent on local issues within our direct control. 

  
2. Do you consider yourself a good choice for voters concerned about environmental 

issues?  If so,  can you briefly describe why? 
 

I absolutely consider myself a good choice for voters concerned about environmental 
issues, though I would describe myself as more of a conservationist than an 
environmentalist. After volunteering for local rescue organizations for many years, I made 
the decision to go vegetarian for the animals and the environment 17 years ago. I am the 
founder and administrator of a 1000+ member Facebook group that encourages and 
supports plant-based eating in the tri-cities.  
 
Through my employer, I am climate-change certified by Radicle Inc. Radicle recently 
partnered with the City of Edmonton, which now offers discounts for businesses in 
Edmonton to attend the Climate Smart program as part of its efforts to reduce their carbon 
emissions. I would very much like to see Port Moody to do the same.  
 

3. What do you see as our City’s greatest environmental challenges and what actions would 
you propose to address them? 
 
My major concerns for Port Moody are the protection of our biodiversity, the support of 
our hatcheries, preserving and expanding tree canopy, and the appropriate stewardship 
and protection of our coastline.  Climate change is affecting all of the above and as a 
member of the City’s Parks and Recreation Commission, I know the City has the main role 
to play in maintaining our parks, tree canopy, streams, and environmentally sensitive 
areas.  
 
The City also has a role to play in encouraging the community to participate in shoreline 
cleanups, invasive plant removal, and tree planting. I’d like to see these efforts 
supplemented by much more social media outreach and engagement, including 
educational initiatives in our schools. 

 
4. What is your assessment of our City’s environmental plan? 
 



Unfortunately, unlike Coquitlam, Port Moody has no single, cohesive Environmental Plan.  
What we have is several plans and strategies for Climate Action, Tree Protection, 
Environmentally Sensitive Areas, a Stormwater Management Servicing Plan, Stream and 
Drainage System Protection Bylaws, Bear Management, etc.   A first good step would be to 
combine all of our strategies under one Environmental Sustainability Plan to capture the 
others, very much along the line of Coquitlam’s. 

The proposed changes to ESA in the OCP are problematic for a lot of residents, and I think a 
review of any proposed changes should take place with full community transparency, to 
achieve clearly stated objectives and outcomes. For example, parkland expansion by way 
of private property expropriation-in any form will remain highly unpopular, especially 
among affected residents.  Some 3,000 private properties have already been affected by 
the failed draft ESA for the OCP Update, and many don’t even know about it.  Other 
owners have already lost substantial money through decreased property asking price or 
reduced offers negotiated in the shadow of the draft OCP.   

I think keeping an open mind on all environmental-related strategies is important – are we 
amenable to making changes and listening to the community as we learn and grow?   

5.     How will you ensure that there is an environmental 'voice at the table’ with respect to 
decisions around development, urban forest management, and canopy coverage? 

 
I think environmentalist values and climate change considerations should be embedded 
throughout city operations: from engineering, to development, to the promotion of arts 
and culture. We are in a climate emergency and should act accordingly. Sustainability 
considerations should underpin all City department initiatives, activities, and events.  

 
6.     Tree losses occur regularly in the following situations: 
•   single family homes being redeveloped 
•   increasing density in existing neighbourhoods 
•   new development in existing forested areas 

How would you approach the challenges these activities present? 
 

Currently, developers are required to replace trees that are removed for the purpose of 
building.  I’d like to see us double down on that requirement, by preserving mature trees 
wherever possible, and by requiring that the trees they plant outnumber the trees that 
were removed with trees and other climate-resilient plants where they are most needed 
(not just on the property they are developing). Tree canopy shade is vital in reducing the 
heat factor of a neighbourhood as we fight Climate Change.  
 
Development should be concentrated along St. Johns, and specifically adjacent to our 
Skytrain stations. Very few trees exist there now and I’d like to see much more green space 
along that corridor. 

  
7.     Do you support the IPCC recommendations to decrease carbon emissions by 45% 
from 2010 levels by 2030, and reach net zero by 2050? 



 
I 100% support this. 

  
8.     How will you protect our City’s streams? 

  
We have some 40 watersheds currently flowing into the Port Moody arm of Burrard Inlet. 
Development in general poses risks to the health of our streams, so robust stewardship, 
protection (bylaw enforcement), monitoring and oversight of their condition is vital.  
 
Protecting the integrity of streams from urban impact will be key moving forward, and 
while there are several local groups doing great work on their own to protect our streams, 
the City should take a strong stance with developers to ensure they remain healthy. I’d also 
like to see the City engage with local groups to create community educational 
programming for students and residents to drive home the value and fragility of our 
streams and local watersheds.   

  



Amy Lubik (CANDIDATE FOR COUNCIL, incumbent) 
 
 
1. Why are you running for office and what do you hope to accomplish? 

I am running because I want to be a voice for environmental and public health on Port Moody 
Council and continue to champion climate and environmental protections in the city, including 
protecting and expanding parks and tree canopy, and ensuring that as we grow we are taking 
precautions to protect the city from the changing climate, including building compact 
communities that don’t create urban heat islands, ensuring cooling and air filtration in new 
buildings and ensuring we are minimizing encroachment on natural habitat.  
I also want to make sure our housing policies are finalized, enacted and enforced, including 
rental protections for buildings that are affordable by age. 
Most importantly I want to bring a health and equity focus to all policies and establish clear 
baselines for environmental, social, and accessibility measures in all developments. 

 
2. Do you consider yourself a good choice for voters concerned about environmental issues?  If 

so, can you briefly describe why? 
I do believe I am a good choice for voters with environmental concerns. I have worked for the 
BCCDC, the National Collaborating Centre for Environmental Health, and currently work for 
Fraser Health supporting the files of climate change and environmental health protection. I have 
worked with the Public Health Association of BC and the Canadian Association of Physicians for 
the Environment on issues from fracking to climate justice. 
I have worked to bring recommendations from the Environmental Protection Committee and 
Climate Action Committees forward to council and I have listened to the environmental concerns 
of the community, including meeting with ENGOs. 
I have worked to bring forward our climate emergency declaration with targets and timelines, 
including speeding up our transportation plans, decreasing corporate emissions, phasing out 
fossil gases from new builds, and initiating our urban forestry strategy. I also worked to 
strengthen our tree protection bylaws. 
I have made a number of advocacy motions to the province (listed on my website under 
accomplishments) including asking them to initiate a property tax assisted clean energy 
program, which I then advocated for with a group of ENGOs for eventual incorporation in to the 
CleanBC plan. I’ve also worked with ENGOs to bring forward provincial policy to UBCM, 
including working with Watershed Watch Salmon Society to strengthen fish-friendly flood 
infrastructure and working with West Coast Environmental Law on advocating for biodiversity 
legislation. 

 
3. What do you see as our City’s greatest environmental challenges and what actions would you 

propose to address them? 
Climate change threatens our city on all fronts, from sea-level rise to forest fires. We are doing a 
sea-level rise study and I think we will need to look at best practices from all jurisdictions, as 
well as building relationships to help incorporate traditional indigenous knowledge into 
planning. I am not certain what that looks like for Port Moody, but have been advocating for a 
shoreline protection strategy that involves partnerships across municipal, provincial, federal, 
and Indigenous jurisdictions. 



We also lost over 700 people across BC due to extreme heat, and the city has been moving 
forward on extreme weather planning with an equity lens, but we are going to need to 
strengthen our communications with community members, especially those who are vulnerable. 
To protect our residents, I have put forward a motion to include A/C in all new buildings and 
work with partners to retrofit homes. Protecting and expanding our tree canopy is important to 
this work. 
We will also need to work with our neighbours on how to marry tree protection with wildfire 
safety, as it is my understanding that having healthy and biodiverse forests makes those 
ecosystems more fire resistant/ resilient (understanding we need to help people understand fuel 
management doesn’t have to mean we need to get rid of trees and underbrush, though that 
may be the case in some instances). 

 
4. What is your assessment of our City’s environmental plan? 

We have a lot of good plans that are being initiated, including our climate action plans, storm 
water management upgrades, and green infrastructure planning. The finance department is 
also looking at how to incorporate natural assets into our infrastructure valuations. The plans 
are currently being developed, so it will be important to actually fund them to completion and 
then ensure there are policies and programs to actual enact and enforce them. Education and 
engagement with the public will also be important for the success of these plans. 

 
Green infrastructure, tree protection 
 
5. How will you ensure that there is an environmental 'voice at the table’ with respect to 

decisions around development, urban forest management, and canopy coverage?  
I have a track record of working with local environmentalists and environmental groups. I 
believe Port Moody has reached out to a number of groups regarding the tree canopy and urban 
forestry, but I do try to reach out to some local stewards to get their opinions directly. These 
types of projects do go to our environmental protection committee; at the same time, we could 
explore more incorporation of EPC feedback into development processes, not just city strategies. 

 
6. Tree losses occur regularly in the following situations: 
• single family homes being redeveloped 
•  I think we need to update our tree protection bylaws (which we are but it is taking a while) and 

ensure that as many trees as possible are replaced back on the property if trees are removed. 
We do need to be very strong on enforcing existing setbacks from existing treed areas. We are 
also looking into creating a historic tree registry to put covenants on significant trees. 

• increasing density in existing neighbourhoods – again we need strong policies for protecting the 
trees that are there and make sure that there are strong policies to replace trees on that site, 
including looking at setbacks that allow healthy tree growth. We could also direct staff to work 
with applicants on site design to protect as many trees as possible, including asking for more 
innovative designs to preserve the environment. 

• new development in existing forested areas –  this should be heavily discouraged/ avoided. We 
should be building infill, not sprawl. If it were to happen, we would need to require significant 
habitat enhancement projects on the site. 

 
How would you approach the challenges these activities present? as above 



 
7. Do you support the IPCC recommendations to decrease carbon emissions by 45% from 2010 

levels by 2030, and reach net zero by 2050?  
Yes – this is our target in our climate emergency declaration. 

 
8. How will you protect our City’s streams? I am supportive of updating our storm water 

management and stream protections, as well as daylighting creeks wherever we can, and 
investing in/ working with community members to provide rain gardens and green 
infrastructure projects. 

 
Regarding development projects, I need to find out more specifics on the process, but I am 
interested in investigating (and enforcing) stream quality monitoring systems to minimize the 
impacts of discharge and affluent in waterways. 

 
 

 

 

  



Haven Lurbiecki (CANDIDATE FOR COUNCIL) 

 
1. Why are you running for office and what do you hope to accomplish? 
 
I care about Port Moody and its future. As a long-time resident I have been a strong voice for 
quality of life and decision-making that puts the needs of our community first. Through my local 
advocacy and work on city committees I have championed responsible growth instead of 
overdevelopment, a focus on affordability for families and seniors, parks expansion, and rebuilding 
our local economy. Our next council will make decisions shaping Port Moody for generations to 
come. I am running to continue my work advocating for the residents of Port Moody.  
 
When on council my top priorities include: (1) to complete and begin to implement our Parkland 
Acquisition Strategy to ensure we are planning for necessary parks expansion to support 
population growth; (2) to complete our Official Community Plan and when we have our plan, stick 
to it; and (3), to ensure the housing we are building actually meets our community's needs including 
for more rentals and affordable housing for families and seniors. 
 
2. Do you consider yourself a good choice for voters concerned about environmental issues? If so, 
can you briefly describe why? 
 
Absolutely!  I have had a life-long fascination with all the living things around us. From a young age 
spending a lot of time outdoors and in the woods, I realized our dependence on the health of the 
environment - and our great impact on the environment from human activity. This led me to earn 
an undergraduate degree in Biology and a Master's degree in Resource and Environmental 
Management. My first internship post-grad degree was with Environment and Climate Change 
Canada. I currently work as a Senior Policy Analyst where I work as an ally advocating for Indigenous 
understandings of health and wellness that include the environment as a critical aspect of 
wellbeing.  All to say - this is an area I am very passionate about and have spent a large part of my 
life working on. I have been endorsed by the Force of Nature group. 
 
Our city's impact on the environment - and what we can do better - will be top of my mind across 
each decision made. From waste management to clean tech to tree protection to park expansion. 
There is so much more Port Moody can do. I am excited to be a strong voice for the environment 
and a clean energy future at the council table.  
 
3. What do you see as our City's greatest environmental challenges and what actions would you 
propose to address them? 
 
While I think there are many areas for improvement, some priorities for me include:  
 - Improvement in waste diversion across our city's public and commercial spaces. I would like to 
see multi-stream waste receptacles across our city in all public spaces and commercial spaces. For 
example where we have a high concentration of people at Brewer's Row and Rocky Point Park there 
should be recycling and compost easily available to patrons and park users. Having compostable 
materials for take out but no accessible compost is an issue our city should fix. 



- Impacts to local ecosystems from population growth/increased usage of our parks and trails. I 
would like to see increased monitoring and planning for protections to local ecosystems in relation 
to anticipated growth/usage. Port Moody has incredible local bird habitats, fish migration, bear and 
other species. And we also have incredible local naturalists and environmental stewardship groups 
we can work with and draw from.  
- Tree protections and enhancing our urban forest. Port Moody is working to develop an Urban 
Forest Management Strategy. This strategy needs to be prioritized and implemented once 
complete. During a time of increasing climate impacts protecting and enhancing our urban tree 
canopy is critical. This includes the need for increased protections on residential properties.  
 
4. What is your assessment of our City's environmental plan?  
 
Port Moody has several plans and strategies - at different stages of development and 
implementation - that work together to protect our environment. Our council has also declared a 
Climate Emergency showing our dedication as a city to combating climate change. A critical aspect 
moving forward is to ensure we complete outstanding work such as our Parkland 
Acquisition Strategy and Urban Forest Management Strategy and implement all 
recommendations in our existing plans such as our Climate Action Plan and Parks and Recreation 
Master Plan. 
 
5. How will you ensure that there is an environmental 'voice at the table' with respect to decisions 
around development, urban forest management, and canopy coverage? 
 
 I will ensure that my priorities and values outlined above including considerations related to urban 
forest management and canopy coverage are brought to the council table for discussion on every 
development proposal. I am committed to responsible and sustainable growth in our community 
and my discussions and negotiations with developers and ultimately my voting record as a city 
councillor will reflect this commitment.  
 
6. Tree losses occur regularly in the following situations: 

•   single family homes being redeveloped 
•   increasing density in existing neighbourhoods 
•   new development in existing forested areas 

How would you approach the challenges these activities present? 
 
It's critical that our city have clear and effective plans, policies and bi-laws governing expectations 
of development regarding canopy coverage and that they are implemented. When on council I 
will ensure we (1) have our tree protection bi-law reviewed including more effective tree 
protection when redeveloping residential properties; (2) complete and implement our Urban 
Forest Management Strategy on how we will protect and increase our tree canopy coverage and 
(3) finish and implement our Parkland Acquisition Strategy so Port Moody can plan for the much 
needed park expansion in areas such as Moody Centre and Rocky Point Park. Park expansion 
provides an opportunity to focus on adding to our urban canopy.  
 
7. Do you support the IPCC recommendations to decrease carbon emissions by 45% from 2010 
levels by 2030, and reach net zero by 2050? 



 
Yes. And municipalities have a large role to play through their review and approval of 
development. For example, by focusing on mass timber over concrete and steel construction. 
 
8. How will you protect our city's streams? 
Port Moody had started a review of the Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESA) Management 
Strategy that included updates to protections and mapping of existing watercourses in the city. 
This strategy has not been updated for 20 years. However the process and approach used to 
undertake this review did not resonate with residents in Port Moody and the project has been 
cancelled at this time. Ensuring the protection of ESAs including watercourses in Port Moody is 
critical to the protection of the environment and surrounding ecosystems, especially as Port 
Moody continues to rapidly develop. I look forward to the opportunity to start fresh with 
residents and city staff to identify a go-forward approach to better protecting Port Moody's ESAs 
and watercourses.  

 

  



Dawn Slykhuis (CANDIDATE FOR COUNCIL) 
 
 

1.     Why are you running for office and what do you hope to accomplish? 
I decided to run for office because I was looking through candidate profiles and was struggling 
to find anyone I could relate to that had the authentic experience and commitment to 
issues that are important to me. Conversations seem surrounded around development and 
highrises or not, we need to have a safe and inclusive community, including protecting our 
amazing resources.  

  
2.     Do you consider yourself a good choice for voters concerned about environmental 
issues?  If so, can you briefly describe why? 
I am a devout vegan, striving for a zero waste lifestyle. Although I do have a vehicle, I have only 
used 4 tanks of gas in 2022 and attempt to take other means of transportation whenever 
possible. I look for zero waste/sustainable options in my home, my business, and encourage 
others to do this as well. I donate my time to Peace People Project (a zero waste vegan 
initiative in Vancouver) as well as can be seen picking up garbage in my neighbourhood (Moody 
Centre) and Rocky Point Park. I work with youth and do as much as I can to educate them on 
environmental issues. Once a child said to me "how come we always use recycled paper (often 
crinkled up) it is kind of weird" and I said "I think it is weird to cut down trees just so we can do 
crafts" and she said "hmm... you're right. That is weird"  

  
3.     What do you see as our City’s greatest environmental challenges and what actions would 
you propose to address them? 
Traffic, preservation of our natural resources.  

  
4.     What is your assessment of our City’s environmental plan? 
The city's environmental plan does not address some of the largest contributors of climate 
change, and lacks the ability for the regular citizen to implement these changes. That being 
said, it is a good start (banning plastic straws and plastic bags) but I do think we need to look 
beyond this at what are actually the largest contributors of climate change in Canada.  
As for traffic, the skytrain and westcoast express are highly under-utilized (I was shocked riding 
it at rush hour during the summer and both were empty, meanwhile the traffic jams on Clarke 
and St. John's are just wild!) and I think we could further incentivize alternate means of 
transportation by introducing paid parking, as has been done at Sasamat Lake.  

  
5.     How will you ensure that there is an environmental 'voice at the table’ with respect to 
decisions around development, urban forest management, and canopy coverage? 
Firstly, I would like to honour real Reconcilitation by ensuring local Indigenous People have a 
voice, and that we are honouring the land in the most traditional way. Secondly, I would listen 
and honour the voices of those who have done the work and research around these issues 
through formal and informal means. I commit to remaining accessible to those who hold the 
knowledge on these issues, and using my position and privilege to share that knowledge.  

  
6.     Tree losses occur regularly in the following situations: 
•   single family homes being redeveloped 



•   increasing density in existing neighbourhoods 
•   new development in existing forested areas 

How would you approach the challenges these activities present? 
I am not an expert on these issues and prefer to consult the evidence base or those with expertise 
so I would seek out this information and LISTEN. I might have personal opinions on these issues, 
but I want to ensure any decisions in city council are evidence based and represent the 
community.  

  
7.     Do you support the IPCC recommendations to decrease carbon emissions by 45% 
from 2010 levels by 2030, and reach net zero by 2050? 

These goals are great but I am not an expert on environmental issues. As a therapist however, I am 
knowledgeable on human behaviour and believe that we can work towards these goals by making 
them appeal to the general public, as well as accessible to most. Unfortunately climate initiatives in 
Port Moody to date have been met with primarily apathy and we still aren't seeing the general 
community understand the value in protecting our environment.  
 

8.     How will you protect our City’s streams? 
Again, I am not an expert on this issue but was saddened at the lack of salmon last fall. I would use 
my position to create space for the experts to be heard in a meaningful way, including Indigenous 
People, the original keepers of the land.   
 
 
 


